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Abstract—We present a new paradigm in steerable needles
comprising flexible tubing with a screw tip and a permanent
magnet near the tip. The needle is rotated at its proximal end as
the primary mechanism of insertion, rather than being pushed,
enabling the screw tip to pull itself through the tissue as it
is steered via magnetic torque. Our design enables turns with
tighter curvature than previous designs, and it circumvents a
well-known problem with existing steerable needles: it is challeng-
ing to turn more than 90 degrees without inducing damage. We
evaluate our needle via human-in-the-loop robot-assisted mag-
netic steering in a brain-simulating gel tissue phantom, wherein
we achieve a radius of curvature of 29 mm with 210 degrees of
turning for a needle with a functional lumen. In a needle without
the lumen we achieve a minimum radius of curvature of 10.1 mm.
We further evaluate the needle in ex-vivo ovine brain via open-
loop steering. We characterize the steerability of the needles as
a function of independent parameters. The results demonstrate
a needle that promises significantly improved steerability and
safety, particularly for use in delicate tissues that create the
greatest challenges for existing designs.

Index Terms—Steerable needles, magnetic actuation, contin-
uum robots, steerable cannulas, minimally invasive surgery

I. INTRODUCTION

Steerable needles that pierce through tissue enable ac-
cess to locations outside the reach of vasculature or other
natural access routes [1]–[3]. By steering around sensitive
anatomical structures and honing in on targets, they enable
targeted delivery of therapy or biopsy at difficult-to-reach
locations. Steerable needles show promise for applications in
the lung [4], liver [5], kidneys [5], prostate [6], and brain [7].
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic depicting cross-section of our needle being steered
by the field of an external permanent magnet. Our two control variables are
the rotation at the proximal end, ω, and the applied magnetic torque, τ . (b)
Example prototype needle made with the tip of a brass wood screw with
machined lumen, four NdFeB ring magnets, and polymer tubing.

In this paper, we describe a new paradigm in steerable
needles composed of a flexible (e.g., polymer) tube affixed
to one or more axially magnetized ring-shaped permanent
magnets, which are in turn affixed to a screw tip. The screw
may have a central lumen, such that the co-axial lumens of all
three elements provide a working channel through the needle
(Fig. 1). Whereas the primary mechanism of insertion for
most existing designs is to be pushed from their proximal
end outside of the body and rotated for steering, our needle
is rotated at its proximal end as the primary mechanism of
insertion. This rotation is transmitted through the flexible tube,
imparting rotation at the tip, where the screw mechanism
enables the needle to pull itself through the tissue from its
tip. The needle is steered via an applied magnetic field, which
exerts a magnetic torque on the magnet(s) at the needle’s
screw tip. In our concept, both the device for proximal
rotation/insertion and the controlled magnetic field used for
steering can be either robotic or manual, which provides
flexibility for deployment in future clinical systems.

The vast majority of existing steerable needles designed to
pierce through tissue achieve steering by leveraging forces
generated through interactions between the insertion force and
forces from the tissue itself. The point is for the needles
to curve in the tissue; however, pushing a curved needle
from its proximal end introduces significant forces on the
surrounding tissue at the areas of curvature. These forces can
result in damage to tissue via contusion or bleeding due to
compression, and can even result in events in which the tissue
around the needle fractures and the needle shaft cuts laterally
through the tissue, causing significant damage [8]. Further,
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most steerable needles require tissue stiffness for steering, so
that the needle can react against the tissue to cause it to bend.
However, this paradigm is particularly problematic when the
tissue is delicate, since it is less capable of supporting the
loads required for steering and maintaining a curved shape.
Finally, as a result of the shaft stiffness required by these
types of needles to push them through the tissue from their
proximal end, they are incapable of achieving the tight radii
of curvature that would be necessary to form expressive paths,
regardless of the tissue stiffness. Our needle circumvents the
above known problems of existing designs by completely
changing the insertion paradigm. As the needle’s body only
needs to transmit rotation to its tip and not an axial insertion
force, our design leverages extremely soft tubing for its shaft,
which enables the shaft to have low bending stiffness and
impart low forces on surrounding tissues.

Although our new needle promises improved deep-tissue
access in a variety of organs, in this work we focus on its
potential for use in the brain. In the brain, targeted biopsy and
therapy is essential in the diagnosis and treatment of multiple
diseases including brain cancer [9]–[11], epilepsy [12], [13],
and Parkinson’s disease [14]. If a needle (which is typically
referred to as a cannula in this context) is safely navigated
deep in the brain, diagnosis via biopsy [10] and therapies
such as gene therapy compounds [14], cell therapy, cellucidal
compounds [11], and laser and radiofrequency ablation [9],
[12], [13] can be delivered directly to the site at which they
can be the most effective. However, there is significant risk
associated with current methods, with potential complications
including devastating intraparenchymal hemorrhages, leading
to paralysis, aphasia, blindness, and other serious neurological
problems [10]. To minimize the risk of such complications, a
needle or cannula must avoid eloquent areas of the brain, sulci,
blood vessels, and ventricles [15].

Consider the case of stereotactic ablation in which the hip-
pocampus and the amygdala are ablated via energy application
(e.g., laser or radiofrequency) in order to treat epilepsy [16]–
[19] (Fig. 2(a)). To minimize damage to healthy brain tissue,
this procedure is currently performed by inserting a straight
instrument into the structures and ablating in a series of cylin-
drical shapes. Unfortunately, due to the straight nature of the
tool, the desire to avoid ablating brain tissue outside of these
structures, and the inability to safely create multiple passes at
these brain structures, this results in only partially ablating the
intended structures, with 65% and 43% median coverage of
the hippocampus and amygdala, respectively [20]. The ability
to curve in the brain has the potential to significantly improve
this procedure [21]. In this work, we demonstrate the ability
to leverage our highly curved needle to more closely conform
to these brain structures’ complex geometries, conceptually
opening the door to better ablation patterns (where the ablation
probe could be delivered through, or embedded in, the lumen
of the steerable needle). To do so, our needle takes a complex
path that incorporates multiple branching points wherein our
needle is partially retracted and then steered forward along
new paths (Fig. 2(b)). We demonstrate such a complex, multi-
branch path in brain-simulating gelatin, covering a planar
representation of the relevant brain structures segmented from

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Motivating example of stereotactic ablation to treat epilepsy. (a)
Straight needle insertion and region of ablation with sub-optimal coverage of
the hippocampus (blue) and amygdala (orange). (b) Steerable needle insertion
and possible region of ablation with three branching paths that more closely
follow the shape of the hippocampus and amygdala. The red volume indicates
potential ablation coverage in both.

the real patient scan of Fig. 2, at correct anatomical scale.
This paper extends the work in [22]. We first present the

overall design concept of the new needle paradigm followed
by a description of needle prototypes and the experimental
apparatus used in this work. This is followed by demonstra-
tions of the needle, including example steers, some of which
were presented in [22]. We then provide a parsimonious model
of steerability, utilizing dimensional analysis, and compare our
needle’s curvature to that of existing steerable needles. Finally
we discuss open problems and the implications of this new
paradigm.

II. RELATED WORK

The class of steerable devices designed to pierce through
tissue have traditionally been presented under the title “steer-
able needles” [23]. These designs are composed of a semi-
rigid shaft with a sharp tip. The majority of these are inserted
from their proximal end, piercing through the tissue at their
distal tip, and leveraging a passive asymmetry at their tip to
curve through tissue. Webster et al. [24] investigated bevels of
different geometry cut into the needle’s tip and their influence
on steerability. Adding a pre-bent “kink” to the tip of needles
was found to increase steerability in tissue phantoms [25] and
cadaver brain tissue [7], but comes at the cost of increased
tissue damage as the kinked tip cuts a large helical profile
in the tissue as it is rotated. To reduce this damaging effect
during axial rotation of kinked-tip needles, Swaney et al. [26]
incorporated a flexure hinge into the tip of a steerable needle
that flexes, effecting a kink-like profile when it is inserted
without rotation, but straightening to act as a simple bevel-
tip needle without a kink when rotated. This design was later
expanded upon with a laser-patterned hinge and helical cutout
to reduce shaft stiffness and improve curvature [8].

There also exist designs that leverage active mechanisms
to change the needle’s tip geometry for steering. A curved
stylet inserted through a straight outer cannula has demon-
strated successful steering [27]–[29]. A biologically inspired
programmable bevel composed of interlocking translational
segments steers without axial rotation [30], [31]. A similar
design involving a bundle of fibers as a steerable needle was
demonstrated in [32]. A needle tip actuated by a pull wire
was demonstrated in [33], [34]. Shape-memory alloys have
also been used at the tip of a needle for steering [35]. A push-
pull mechanism of two segments has also been proposed as a
steerable needle [36], [37].
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Steerable needles are sometimes conflated with steerable
cannulas, including tendon-actuated cannulas [38] and concen-
tric tube robots [39]–[41]. To deploy deep in sensitive tissue,
these robot’s must employ a “follow-the-leader” motion in
which the robot’s shaft does not change shape after it has been
embedded in the tissue. This is possible for these designs, but
to do so severely limits the design and prevents them from
sufficiently correcting their motion during deployment [28].
Thus, these robots are primarily targeting other applications
in which they move through free space.

Of particular relevance to our work are the steerable-needle
designs that incorporate magnetics. The concept that is most
similar to ours is a concept that uses magnetic torque for
steering [42], [43]. As in most steerable-needle designs, this
concept relies on a rigid shaft to transmit insertion force to
the tip of the needle. However, the authors note damage to the
tissue phantom at tight curvatures for their design [42]. It is
worth noting that this class of device, as is ours, is related
to magnetic catheters (see reviews in [44], [45]), although
catheters are designed to navigate natural lumens rather than
pierce through tissue.

Another magnetic steerable-needle concept uses magnetic
force to pull a needle through tissue using a small permanent
magnet affixed to its tip [46]. This design was shown to
achieve high curvature values. We note that this concept is
related to a “MagnetoSuture” [47], although they do not carry
a working channel (which is also the case with many steerable-
needle prototypes in the literature). Magnetic force f scales
with distance d from the field source as ∥f∥ ∝ d−4, which
is less favorable at clinical scale than torque τ , which scales
as ∥τ∥ ∝ d−3 [45]. This will make clinical translation of
benchtop results that rely on magnetic force challenging.

There is a body of literature that has considered the ap-
plication of untethered magnetic screws, sometimes referred
to as microrobots or micromachines, in soft tissue [48]–[52].
The basic concept comprises a nonmagnetic screw with a
permanent magnet rigidly attached such that its magnetization
is orthogonal to the screw axis. By applying a rotating
magnetic field, the magnetic screw can be both propelled
forward and steered, where the axis of rotation of the rotating
field indicates the desired forward direction of the screw. A
desirable property of magnetic screws is that they can achieve
a very tight turning radius—which is a function of the screw,
tissue, and magnetic properties [51], as expected—compared
to steerable needles; of course, an untethered screw does not
carry a working channel. However, if we consider the magnetic
torque vector generated at any given instant, we can break it
into two components, τ = τ∥+τ⊥, where τ∥ is the component
of the torque that is parallel to the screw’s axis, which is
responsible for propelling the screw forward, and τ⊥ is the
component of the torque that is orthogonal to the screw’s axis,
which is responsible for steering the screw [50]. In practice,
we find that τ⊥ is typically only a small fraction of the total
available magnetic torque since a relatively large fraction is
dedicated to τ∥ for the propelling rotation. In addition, the
nature of τ⊥ causes a wobble in the path of the magnetic
screw (i.e., the screw’s path cannot be modeled simply as a
circle, but rather, as a spiral wrapped around a circle), and this

wobble becomes more pronounced as the magnetic screw is
commanded to make tighter turns.

Finally, our device is related to magnetic rotablation
catheters [48], [53]–[55], which place devices similar to the
magnetic screws described above at the distal end of catheters.
These devices use the actuation of a rotating magnetic field
to replace the mechanical actuation in traditional rotablation
catheters. We note that, like magnetic catheters, these devices
are designed to move through natural lumens (i.e., blood
vessels), which reduces the need for a strong steering torque.

III. DESIGN CONCEPT

Our steerable-needle design represents an innovation over
prior designs by combining many of the best aspects of
different concepts: it pulls itself through the tissue rather
than being pushed, and it leverages magnetic torque, which
scales better than magnetic force for clinical translation. This
innovation is primarily enabled by the screw tip. In our
proposed concept, the magnetization direction of the magnet
at the needle’s tip is parallel to the screw’s axis. The result
is that all of the available magnetic torque is dedicated to
steering, unlike untethered magnetic screws and magnetic
rotablation catheters. In addition, none of the wobbling effects
of untethered magnetic screws are present in our concept.

A. The Needle
The screw tip of the needle can be fabricated by cutting off

the tip of an existing self-tapping screw, or it can be fabricated
directly using methods such as additive manufacturing; we
demonstrate both of these techniques in this paper. One may
hypothesize that it is important to allow the major and minor
diameters of the screw tip to become fully developed (e.g., the
complete taper as in Fig. 1), which would place a minimum
viable length on a given screw tip. An alternate hypothesis is
that the tapered tip is not critical, and a threaded rod could be
used at the tip. In this paper we demonstrate that needles of
both varieties are viable.

The outer diameter (OD) of the ring magnets should not
extend beyond the minor diameter of the screw tip to avoid
the magnets interfering with the functioning of the screw, and
thus the functioning of the needle. An attempt should be made
to match the OD of the magnets with the minor diameter of the
screw as closely as possible, since the OD enters quadratically
into the volume, and thus strength, of the magnets.

If the needle’s magnet is comprised of more than one
ring magnet stacked together, an adhesive should be used
to prohibit the magnets from rotating relative to each other.
Otherwise, it will not be possible for the torque applied to the
tube to be transmitted to the screw tip for forward motion. In
a clinical product, a single custom magnet should be favored
over stacked ring magnets; this will lead to a stronger magnet
for the same overall package size.

The tube itself can be fabricated from a polymer or a metal,
and can even be machined to increase flexibility. Torsional
compliance does not negatively impact our ability to steer, as
it does with many steerable needles. The tube only needs to
have sufficient torsional rigidity to transmit a cutting torque
to the screw tip, and ensure the lumen is not compromised.
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B. Proximal Rotation and Insertion/Retraction

Rotation at the needle’s screw tip is induced by rotating
the soft, flexible tube at its proximal end, outside the body.
This proximal rotation can be accomplished by a robotic stage,
configured for either torque control, angular-position control,
or angular-velocity control. The translation of the robotic
stage can be passive (e.g., low-friction bearings), active with
translation coupled to rotation via the pitch of the screw, active
with force controlled to zero, or active with force controlled
to some gentle insertion/retraction force. For this study, we
developed a simple robotic rotation/insertion system, shown
in Fig. 3(a), composed of a linear stage and a rotational stage.
The rotational stage turns the flexible tube (and, consequently,
the screw tip) while the linear stage advances according to the
expected linear motion of the needle based on the pitch of
the screw tip. In practice, this was used to maintain a small
amount of slack throughout the insertion. A telescoping sheath
is used to prevent buckling.

Alternatively, we find that the human hand is adept at
manually embodying a desirable proximal rotation/insertion
device (see Fig. 3(b)). The benefits of this approach in terms
of simplicity are self-evident. In this study, we pursue this
method of rotation/insertion as well.

In both methods, the needle is retracted along the path it
took in the tissue simply by reversing the direction of rotation.
Retraction of the needle does not require any magnetic actua-
tion. Rather, the rotation direction is simply reversed and the
tubing removed in a coordinated fashion such that the needle
backs itself out of the channel previously made by the needle.

C. Magnetic Steering

In order to steer the needle, we use an applied magnetic field
from an external source using the following well-established
principles [45]. The small magnet at the needle’s tip can be
modeled as a magnetic dipole mn (units A·m2), which is a
vector pointing from its south pole to its north pole with a
magnitude that is a product of the volume of the magnet (units
m3) and its material-dependent average magnetization, which
is approximately 106 A/m for NdFeB. The field b (units T)
applied at the location of the center-of-mass of the needle’s
magnet generates torque τ (units N·m) that attempts to align
the needle’s dipole with the applied field:

τ = mn × b (1)

The field’s spatial derivative generates a force f (units N):

f = (mn · ∇)b (2)

We assume herein that the effect of magnetic forces are
negligible (i.e., dominated by the effects of magnetic torque),
given that magnetic force drops off with distance more quickly
than torque, as discussed previously. This assumption becomes
increasingly accurate with increased distance from simple
field-generation sources. Although we are primarily interested
in controlling torque, using field-generation sources with suf-
ficient controllable degrees-of-freedom (see examples in [45])
can enable direct control over the force as well as the torque
(e.g., we could control f ·mn > 0 to assist insertion).

(a) Robotic insertion

(b) Manual insertion

Fig. 3. We demonstrate rotation/insertion of our needle via two mechanisms.
(a) We have designed a robotic device that rotates the needle’s tubing at its
proximal end, and moves the grasped point forward based on the pitch of
the screw tip to ensure there is sufficient slack for the screw tip to pull itself
through the tissue, here shown inserting into an agar gel phantom. (b) The
needle can be twisted by hand, here shown inserting into ex vivo ovine brain.

Although the applied magnetic field can be generated from
a variety of permanent-magnet and electromagnet systems, in
this study we focus on the use of a single external permanent
magnet. The field of the external magnet can be modeled as a
point dipole with strength me. The dipole model is accurate
for uniformly magnetized spherical permanent magnets at any
distance, accurate for cubic magnets at relatively close dis-
tances [56], and increasingly accurate with increasing distance
from any field source [45]. The field can then be expressed as

b =
µ0

4π∥p∥3

(
3ppT

||p||2
− I3×3

)
me (3)

where µ0 = 4π × 10−7 T·m/A is the permeability of free
space, p (units m) is the displacement vector from the center
of the external magnet to the center of the needle’s magnet,
and I3×3 is the identity matrix. From (1) and (3), it is clear that
knowledge of the position and direction of the needle’s dipole
is necessary to determine the external-magnet pose that will
produce a desired torque. Furthermore, there exists a subspace
of external-magnet poses that produce the same torque. Some
of these poses may not be feasible, as they would result in a
collision with the patient.

Placement of the external magnet can be handled by stan-
dard methods for optimization with redundancy and actualized
through the use of a robot manipulator with a permanent
magnet as its end-effector. It is also conceivable that a clinician
could manually position the external magnet to a given target
pose, along a trajectory of target poses. This would be unin-
tuitive without assistance, but techniques from image-guided
surgery (e.g., [57]) make this a viable approach, provided
the (potentially gravity-compensated) weight of the external
magnet does not make the task too onerous.
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IV. MATERIALS & METHODS

Several needle prototypes are used within this study as
depicted in Fig. 4. The first needle (Fig. 4(a)) is constructed
from the tip of a No. 2 brass wood screw (major dia.
2.2 mm, minor dia. 1.4 mm) with a machined lumen of 0.5 mm
diameter. The screw tip is affixed to four axially magnetized
Grade-N50 NdFeB ring magnets—each with 0.5 mm inner
dia. (ID), 1 mm outer dia. (OD), 0.5 mm thickness—acting
as one large magnet with a dipole strength of approximately
∥mn∥ = 0.00133A·m2. They are affixed using cyanoacrylate
to a Tygon® tube (formulation ND 100-80) with 0.25 mm
ID and 0.76 mm OD. A second brass-screw-tip prototype
(Fig. 4(b)) is constructed to be the same as the first where the
ring magnets are replaced with a single axially magnetized
Grade-N50 NdFeB cylindrical magnet with 1 mm dia. and
2 mm length, thus increasing the dipole strength to ∥mn∥ =
0.0018A·m2 by sacrificing the working channel (a lumen is
still present in the screw tip and the flexible tubing).

For the prototypes of Fig. 4(a)–(b), the screw tip minor
diameter is larger than the magnets’ OD by 0.4 mm. By
making custom magnets, their OD could be expanded to match
that of the minor diameter of the screw tip without interfering
with the function of the needle. This would have the effect of
increasing the available magnetic torque by 128% for the ring
magnet prototype and 96% for the cylinder magnet prototype.
Alternatively, in the case of the prototype of Fig. 4(a), both
the OD and ID of the magnets could be increased to increase
the size of the working channel, potentially with no or limited
negative impact on the magnetic torque. The tubing that we
use has an ID of only 0.25 mm, which ultimately limits the
size of the working channel. Through selection of different
tubing, or even the fabrication of custom extruded tubing, the
ID of the tubing could be made to match that of the magnets
and the screw tip. For the prototype of Fig. 4(a), this would
have increased the diameter of the working channel to 0.5 mm.

We construct four more needle prototypes for use in mod-
eling steerability. Three of the prototypes (Fig. 4(c)–(e)) are
the same as the prototype of Fig. 4(b) except the screw
tip is replaced with custom geometries manufactured on a
Formlabs stereolithography (SLA) 3D printer. The screw tips
are threaded rods (major dia. 1.5 mm, minor dia. 1 mm) with
a domed tip that mimic a hypothetical threaded version of
a clinically used deep brain stimulation (DBS) cannula with
the coring-prevention insert (see Fig. 5). The thread geometry
is that of a No. 2 wood screw. These three prototypes differ
only in the length of the screw tip with lengths of 1.0 mm,
2.3 mm, and 3.7 mm. Note that for these prototypes, the minor
diameter of the screw matches the diameter of the magnet. The
fourth prototype used in modeling steerability (Fig. 4(f)) is the
same as that of Fig. 4(d) except the screw tip minor diameter
and magnet diameter are increased to 1.5 mm resulting in a
dipole strength of ∥mn∥ = 0.004A·m2. To achieve this, the
screw geometry of Fig. 4(d) was scaled uniformly (resulting
in a major dia. of 2.2 mm) and then shortened to a length of
2.3 mm.

Most of the soft tissue phantoms in this study (Fig. 6(a))
are made of 10–15 mm thick 0.5 wt% agar gel that has been

(a) (c) (d) (e) (f)

2mm

(b)

Fig. 4. Images of steerable needle prototypes. (a) Brass screw tip needle
with ring magnets and a functional lumen. (b) Brass screw tip needle with a
cylinder magnet. (c)–(f) SLA printed screw tip needles with cylinder magnets
used for creating our curvature model. From left to right the value of L is
3.0 mm, 4.3 mm, 5.7 mm, and 4.3 mm. The value of D is 1 mm, 1 mm, 1 mm,
and 1.5 mm. L and D are length and diameter, respectively, of the rigid portion
of the needle tip as defined in Section VI-A and summarized in Table II.

(a) (b)

2mm

Fig. 5. Image of a clinical-use DBS cannula (a) with coring-prevention insert
and (b) with the insert removed. We base our 3D printed screw geometries
on this cannula.

previously established to have similar mechanical properties
to human brain [58]. Two additional agar concentrations of
0.325 wt% and 0.625 wt% are used for modeling steerablity
in Section VI and comparing our screw-tip needle to prior
needle designs in Section VII. All phantoms were left to set
overnight in a refrigerator and were allowed to rise to near
room temperature (approximately 20–21 ◦C) before experi-
ments were conducted. Insertion was performed by the robotic
stage depicted in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 6(a).

In this paper, we focus exclusively on the use of a roboti-
cally controlled external magnet. In our experimental setup,
the pose of the external magnet is controlled by utiliz-
ing a spherical-actuator-magnet manipulator (SAMM) [59],
mounted as the end-effector of a Yaskawa Motoman six-
degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) robotic arm. The SAMM uses
three mutually orthogonal omniwheels to act as a singularity-
free spherical wrist capable of controlling a 50.8 mm diameter
spherical Grade-N42 NdFeB permanent magnet with dipole
strength ∥me∥ = 66.0A·m2 to arbitrary orientations (Fig. 6).
This combination of SAMM and robot arm makes arbitrary
external magnet poses possible. Such a system could be scaled
to clinical scale to realize the concept depicted in Fig. 2.
However, note that the continuous-rotation capability of the
SAMM is not necessary for this application, and a simpler
robot-controlled magnet could be used.

Although the application of torque from arbitrary positions
is a solvable problem, and the governing actuation equations
are presented in a vector form that is suitable for planning
and control in 3D, in our experiments that follow we chose a
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Fig. 6. (a) Experimental setup with the SAMM positioned above the tip of
the needle in the agar gel. The needle is inserted via a robotic insertion stage.
(b) Experimental setup with the SAMM positioned above a portion of ovine
brain, with the needle inserted in the brain by hand.

special configuration in which the external magnet is always
directly above the needle’s magnet (i.e., p is in the −z
direction) and me is perpendicular to p (see Fig. 6(a)). If
mn is in the horizontal plane, then τ is always parallel to
p, producing trajectories in the horizontal plane. Under these
conditions, the scalar equation for the torque about the vertical
axis (i.e., in the steering plane) is

τ =
µ0∥mn∥∥me∥

4π∥p∥3
sin θ (4)

where θ ∈ [−180◦, 180◦] is the angle from mn to the applied
field b, measured about the z axis.

We chose to apply the maximum torque for a given ∥p∥,
which occurs when |θ| = 90◦. In this way, the magnitude
of the torque can be controlled by controlling ∥p∥. In this
orthogonal configuration, the magnetic force is exactly zero
(assuming perfect alignment). In this paper we used a range of
∥p∥ from 43 mm to 66 mm (scaling discussed in Section VIII).

Given the above configuration for the application of mag-
netic torque, the necessary localization of the screw tip re-
duces to finding its 3-dimensional planar pose (i.e., position
in the xy-plane and heading orientation θn). In our study
this localization is performed by a human using a pair of
orthogonal calibrated cameras and a SpaceExplorer 3D mouse.
One camera is positioned below the agar gel (i.e., pointed in

the +z direction) and provides the primary view of the needle
tip’s planar pose. The other camera is positioned on the side
of the agar gel (i.e., pointed in the +y direction) and is used
to get the z height of the needle which enables perspective
calibration in the primary view. A virtual pose is projected
onto each view and the human uses the 3D mouse to align the
virtual pose with the actual needle tip pose. This localization
is performed every 1 mm of insertion. We note that the needle
height is inferred from the insertion point rather than from the
actual needle tip because the gel is opaque beyond 5–10 mm
of depth from the side view (i.e., we are not actively localizing
or controlling the z position of the needle tip). The human also
has control over the direction and magnitude of the torque as
well as initiating an insertion step and the speed of insertion.
In this way, for our subsequent experiments, the human is
acting as the localizer, trajectory planner, and controller when
required to perform closed-loop control of the needle.

Resulting curvature is measured by fitting a circle using
a least-squares approach to the recorded 2D positions of the
needle tip during insertion. To calculate the local curvature at
each point along the trajectory, we used direct least-squares
fitting as outlined in [60], using a 40-point moving window.

V. DEMONSTRATIONS OF STEERABILITY

In this section, we provide a variety of demonstrations of
the steering capability of our needle. Our first demonstration
shows clinically relevant steering in brain, which demonstrates
the ability of our needle concept to realize the therapy depicted
in Fig. 2. These experiments were performed using the needle
with a functional lumen shown in Fig. 4(a). A correct to-
scale image of the human brain, with the hippocampus and
the amygdala regions highlighted, was placed above the agar
gel such that it could be seen through the agar by the camera
below and used as reference for the human-driven steering.
A human operator then attempted to steer a three-branched,
curved trajectory that ensured that the aggregate path covered
the geometry of both brain structures assuming cylindrical
ablation around the needle tip trajectory (see Fig. 2(b) for
the desired trajectory). Figure 7 shows an example three-stage
branching path achieved by our needle. Sub-path 1 is the first
insertion of the needle. Sub-paths 2 and 3 were achieved by
partially retracting the needle to the respective branching point
then reinserting while steering in the new direction of each
sub-path. We achieved a 26 mm minimum radius of curvature
(RoC) using an applied field strength of 73 mT. Video of the
steer can be found in the multimedia attachment accompanying
this work.

In order to verify our device is capable of steering in
biological tissue, we conducted a steering trial in the right
hemisphere of an ex vivo ovine brain. This experiment was
again performed using the needle of Fig. 4(a). The steering
was performed open-loop due to the opacity of brain tissue.
Before inserting the screw tip, a small incision was made with
a scalpel to allow the screw to bypass the tough membrane on
the outside of the brain. After inserting the screw tip into the
incision, we twisted the needle by hand, providing minimal
forward pressure while still allowing the tube to advance
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Fig. 7. (Top) Composite image of the branching paths achieved with our
needle, with at-scale image of brain structures. (Bottom) Chronological image
sequence.

15 mm

Fig. 8. Example of steering through ovine brain (top-down view). The needle
enters at the right of the image and exits at the bottom of the image. In this
case, the needle was rotated at its base by hand rather than with the robotic
insertion stage. We steered the needle open-loop by estimating the needle
tip’s pose based on expected curvature and translation. Due to the open-loop
nature of this experiment, this curvature should not be assumed maximal. The
solid line approximates the 10 mm straight portion of the path of the needle,
and the dashed line approximates the curved portion of the path, which has
an RoC of 52 mm. Note that an adult human brain is significantly larger than
the ovine brain shown here, with more than 2× both length and width [61].

approximately 10 mm into the tissue. We used our computer-
vision set-up to measure the insertion point in the workspace,
assumed 10 mm of straight travel, and then calculated a set
of waypoints (position and heading) every 1 mm along the
circumference of an arc in the horizontal plane. We assumed
an average RoC of 41 mm from pilot steers for use in our open-
loop model. We then lowered the SAMM to directly above
the surface of the brain at the starting location of the arc, with
the correct orientation. This resulted in using an applied field
strength of 39.7 mT. We then manually inserted the needle
in 1 mm increments, stopping to update the SAMM to keep
up with the assumed needle pose. This process was repeated
until the screw exited the tissue. A photo of the needle having
passed through the brain is shown in Fig. 8. This experiment
demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed needle in
moving through real brain tissue. From post-processing, we
found that we achieved an RoC of approximately 52 mm. Note
that due to the open-loop steering strategy this RoC should
not be considered necessarily representative of what would be
achievable in brain tissue with closed-loop control and instead
this experiment is intended to demonstrate the needle’s ability
to qualitatively steer in brain tissue.

Next, we demonstrate complex and high-curvatures steers
using the needle of Fig. 4(b) in the agar-gel phantom. We
first inserted the needle straight to a depth of 15 mm with no
magnetic steering. Then we steered with a constant applied
field of 72.4 mT. This needle achieved an RoC of 12.8 mm,

(a)

(b)

10 mm

(a)

10 mm

y

x

Fig. 9. (a) Steer achieving 12.8 mm RoC, 65 mm insertion depth, and turning
through 210◦. (b) S-curve steer achieving minimum RoC of 10.1 mm and an
insertion depth of 76 mm. The flexible tube is highlighted in blue for visibility
purposes.

(a) (b)

SAMM Agar

z

x

Fig. 10. Demonstration of out-of-plane steering (side view). We steered down
(a), partially retracted, then steered up (b). The flexible tube is highlighted in
blue for visibility purposes.

total insertion depth of 65 mm, and total turn of 210◦. The
resulting steer is shown in Fig. 9(a). In this instance, the needle
has reached a maximum depth as the tubing has begun to twist
on itself. We believe that this maximum depth is trajectory
dependent. An S-curve steer using this same needle under the
same conditions is depicted in Fig. 9(b). This steer consists of
steering in one direction for a quarter circle and then steering
in the opposite direction for a half circle, with a total insertion
depth of 76 mm and a minimum RoC of 10.1 mm on the last
portion of the steer. In this steer, the needle has not reached
a maximum depth. We believe the tighter RoC in this steer
compared to the steer of Fig. 9(a) is due to the needle tip
rising in the gel phantom, thus decreasing ∥p∥ and increasing
the applied torque. Video of these steers can be found in the
multimedia attachment accompanying this work.

Given that most of the experiments in this work are limited
to planar trajectories, we provide an example of out-of-plane
steering to demonstrate that our needle concept can in fact
produce 3D trajectories. Figure 10 shows two steers using
the needle of Fig. 4(a) in which the needle is steered down
away from the SAMM (Fig. 10(a)) and up toward the SAMM
(Fig. 10(b)). We emphasize the fact that we are able to steer
away from the strong external magnet, which may tend to
exert an attractive force on the needle tip, due to the dominant
effect of magnetic torque in the steering.
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VI. MODELING STEERABILITY

In this section, we characterize the steerability of our soft
needles. To characterize steerability, we naturally turn to a
characterization of the instantaneous curvature κ that we can
generate at the distal end of our needle (i.e., at the distal
end of the compliant tube, since the magnetic-screw tip is
rigid). We begin by using dimensional analysis to find a
minimal representation of the independent nondimensional
parameters that affect curvature. We then perform experiments
to characterize curvature in this nondimensional parameter
space. Finally, we use linear regression to find a parsimonious
model that describes our experimental data.

A. Dimensional Analysis

We expect a basic model of curvature to be a function of
up to seven variables in general:

1) the cross-sectional geometry of the compliant tube,
which is encoded in its area moment of inertia, I;

2) the material of the compliant tube, which is encoded in
its modulus of elasticity, E;

3) the length of the rigid magnetic-screw tip, L, which does
not include the tapered portion at the front of the tip
(which is assumed to be present regardless of L);

4) the outer diameter of the permanent magnet, D, which
should be equal to the minor diameter of the screw to
maximize potential magnet volume;

5) the applied magnetic torque, τ ;
6) the modulus of elasticity of the soft tissue, Est; and
7) Poisson’s ratio of the soft tissue, νst.

It would be reasonable to assume that the length of the
proximal portion of the compliant tube that is already em-
bedded in the soft tissue could also affect the instantaneous
curvature at the tip, but we have experimentally observed that
curvature is independent of depth (see Figs. 9 and 14 for
example). This would seem to suggest a seven-dimensional
space required to characterize the curvature of our needle:
κ = f(I, E, L,D, τ, Est, νst). However, these eight variables
(one dependent and seven independent) comprise two distinct
dimensions (m and N; see Table I), so the Buckingham Π
theorem [62], [63] tells us that the physics of interest can
be described by at most 8 − 2 = 6 variables (i.e., one de-
pendent and five independent) using dimensionless Π groups:
Π0 = f(Π1,Π2,Π3,Π4,Π5). These Π groups are not unique,
but we have provided a valid set in Table I in which we have
used I to nondimensionalize with respect to the dimension
m, and E to nondimensionalize with respect to the dimension
N independently from the dimension m. The result can be
thought of as a nondimensional curvature Π0 that is a function
of: a nondimensional magnetic-screw length, Π1; a nondi-
mensional magnetic-screw diameter, Π2; a nondimensional
applied torque, Π3; a nondimensional soft-tissue modulus of
elasticity, Π4; and the already nondimensional Poisson’s ratio
of the soft-tissue, Π5. The Buckingham Π theorem does not
tell us anything about the form of the resulting function,
but these nondimensional groups will enable us to elegantly
and efficiently characterize the steerability of our needles
empirically.

TABLE I
INSTANTANEOUS CURVATURE κ AND THE SEVEN INDEPENDENT

PARAMETERS THAT MAY AFFECT IT, SHOWN IN DIMENSIONAL AND
NONDIMENSIONAL FORMS.

Parameter Units Π group
κ m−1 Π0 = κI1/4

I m4

E N·m−2

L m Π1 = LI−1/4

D m Π2 = DI−1/4

τ N·m Π3 = τE−1I−3/4

Est N·m−2 Π4 = EstE−1

νst — Π5 = νst

Since Π5 is purely a function of the soft tissue in which the
needle is being steered, we would only be interested in values
of Π5 that correspond to specific soft-tissues of clinical interest
for a specific application (for which Π5 ≈ 0.5); this reduces
the independent parameters from five to four for a given soft
tissue. Once a material has been identified for the compliant
tube, Π4 becomes constant for a specific soft tissue, which
would further reduce the independent parameters from four to
three: Π0 = f(Π1,Π2,Π3).

It is worth noting that in the absence of any soft tissue,
in which Π4 = 0 and Π5 is undefined, the torque applied
anywhere on the rigid magnetic-screw tip will be transferred
to the distal end of the compliant tube such that L and D, and
thus Π1 and Π2, have no bearing on the curvature. In this case,
the nondimensional relationship simplifies to Π0 = f(Π3). We
know that an empirical characterization of this function would
reveal that it is linear with a slope of 1, which would in turn
lead to the well-known formula for the constant curvature of a
cantilever beam with an applied torque (i.e., applied moment)
at its end:

κI1/4 =
τ

EI3/4
⇒ κ =

τ

EI
(5)

It is based on this consideration that we believe that our
choice of Π groups, although not unique, is well-founded. The
curvature of (5) is an upper bound on the achievable curvature
for a given needle and applied torque in a given soft tissue. We
expect the presence of soft tissue to reduce the actual curvature
below this upper bound.

B. Experiments

We performed experiments to characterize the effects of Π1,
Π2, Π3, and Π4 on the nondimensional curvature Π0. Given
our focus on brain tissue in this work, in the experiments that
follow, Π5 is fixed during the exploration. The Tygon® tubing
of our needles has an area moment of inertia I = 0.016mm4

and modulus of elasticity E = 8.6MPa. To measure E, we
performed a standard tensile test on an Instron® 5943 and a
linear model was fit to the recorded stress-strain data up to
5% strain.

Three needles with L ∈ {3.0, 4.3, 5.7}mm and D = 1mm
(Figs. 4(c)–4(e)), representing Π1 ∈ {8.4, 12, 15.7} with
Π2 = 2.8, were used to characterize how Π0 is affected
by Π1 and Π3 for fixed Π2 and Π4. Then, a fourth needle
with L = 4.3mm and D = 1.5mm (Fig. 4(f)), representing
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Fig. 11. Nondimensional curvature Π0 as a function of nondimensional torque
Π3 for three different values of nondimensional length Π1, with Π2 = 2.8,
Π4 = 5.3×10−4, and Π5 = 0.5. Error bars depict 95% confidence intervals
on the means (n = 5). Curves depict results of parsimonious regression
model.

TABLE II
PHYSICAL AND NONDIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS OF EACH NEEDLE USED

IN CURVATURE CHARACTERIZATION.

Needle L [mm] D [mm] Π1 Π2

Fig. 4(c) 3.0 1 8.4 2.8
Fig. 4(d) 4.3 1 12 2.8
Fig. 4(e) 5.7 1 15.7 2.8
Fig. 4(f) 4.3 1.5 12 4.2

Π1 = 12 and Π2 = 4.2, was used to characterize how Π2

affects Π0 independently of the other three terms. These needle
parameters are summarized in Table II.

Three concentrations of agar gel were used to characterize
how Π0 is affected by Π3 and Π4 for fixed Π1 and Π2. The
modulus of elasticity for each of these agar concentrations—
0.325 wt%, 0.5 wt%, and 0.625 wt%—was measured to be
Est ∈ {1.9, 4.6, 9.3} kPa, respectively (which agrees with
previously published results [58]). Est was measured on an
Instron® 5943 using a standard compression test with 17.5 mm
diameter cylindrical samples and a linear fit to the recorded
stress-strain data up to 15% strain. The Poisson’s ratio of our
agar gel recipe is νst = Π5 = 0.5. These physical properties
result in Π4 ∈ {2.2× 10−4, 5.3× 10−4, 1.1× 10−3}.

Each needle was inserted into the 0.5 wt% agar gel con-
centration five times at three different torques τ ∈ {0.1479×
10−3, 0.1208 × 10−3, 0.93738 × 10−4}N·m (and thus three
different values of Π3), totaling 15 insertions per needle, and
the resulting curvature was recorded. The needle of Fig. 4(d)
was also inserted into the other two agar concentrations five
times at the same three torques totaling 30 additional insertions
with that needle. Each insertion comprised a 15 mm straight
section (i.e., no applied torque) followed by constant applied
torque until either the needle completed a quarter circle or the
full stroke of our insertion device was reached. The results,
presented as 95% confidence intervals on the mean of five
insertions, are shown in Figs. 11–13.
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Fig. 12. Nondimensional curvature Π0 as a function of nondimensional torque
Π3 for two different values of nondimensional diameter Π2, with Π1 = 12,
Π4 = 5.3×10−4, and Π5 = 0.5. Error bars depict 95% confidence intervals
on the means (n = 5). Curves depict results of parsimonious regression
model.
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Fig. 13. Nondimensional curvature Π0 as a function of nondimensional
torque Π3 for three different values of nondimensional soft tissue modulus
of elasticity Π4, with Π1 = 12, Π2 = 2.8, and Π5 = 0.5. Error bars depict
95% confidence intervals on the means (n = 5). Curves depict results of
parsimonious regression model.

C. Empirical Model

We used linear-regression techniques to fit a parsimonious
model to the data described above. Such a model can be
used for motion planners and predictive feed-forward terms
in closed-loop trajectory-tracking controllers, as a guide for
needle design, and for future feasibility studies for specific
applications.

We started our model fitting by observing that, in our data,
Π0 is approximately linear with respect to Π3 with all other
parameters fixed (noting that, from first principles, Π0 = 0
when Π3 = 0). We also observed that Π0 is insensitive to Π2

(at least for the values of Π2 that we considered). This suggests
a model of the form Π0 = c0(Π1,Π4)Π3, where the coefficient
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c0 is a function of Π1 and Π4. Next, we observed that, in our
data, Π0 is approximately linear with respect to Π−1

1 with all
other parameters fixed (although we only explicitly considered
Π4 > 0). In addition, as discussed in Section VI-A, our model
should give Π0 = Π3 when Π4 = 0. In order to achieve
these constraints, we used a generalized logistic function for
c0(Π1,Π4), with two free coefficients. The result is a final
parsimonious nondimensional model of curvature:

Π0 =

 c1
Π1

+
2− c1

Π1

1 +
(

Π1

Π1−c1

)
ec2Π4

Π3 (6)

Using regression, we arrived at the coefficients c1 = 0.48 and
c2 = 1.80 × 104 with an adjusted R2 = 0.74. This model
is depicted in Figs. 11–13; it is clear that this simple, two-
parameter model is capturing the essential behavior of our
steerable needle. We can recast (6) back in terms of curvature
directly:

κ =

 c1
LEI3/4

+
2
EI − c1

LEI3/4

1 +
(

L
L−c1I1/4

)
ec2

Est
E

 τ, (7)

where units should be consistent with Table I.
This model then serves as a guiding fit for what curvatures

will be achievable for a given needle design and tissue,
including needles that have never been tested, with a given
applied magnetic torque. During real-time control, τ is the
only control variable, with all other parameters fixed by the
tissue and the needle design.

VII. COMPARISON TO EXISTING STEERABLE NEEDLES

We compare our needle design to existing steerable needles
using values reported in the literature as well as values
obtained with physical instantiations of other needle designs.

We first compare curvature values achievable by the proto-
type with a functional lumen (Fig. 4(a)) to that reported in the
literature for existing steerable needles. We first inserted the
needle straight (i.e., with no steering) into 0.5 wt% agar to an
insertion depth of at least 10 mm to establish a straight heading
and reduce the effects of any misalignment at insertion (note
that this is just an experimental detail, the needle could begin
curving at any location). Next, we steered with ∥p∥ = 45mm
and |θ| = 90◦, which results in an approximately constant
torque of 9.6×10−5 N·m. A typical resulting steer is provided
in Fig. 14, in which the needle achieved an RoC of 29.0 mm
and a total insertion depth of 144 mm. Notably, we were able
to turn the needle through an angle of 210◦ measured from
initial heading to the final heading, whereas prior designs have
struggled to go beyond 90◦ without tissue damage. We note
that we terminated this steer when the screw tip reached the
upper surface of the phantom, as we are not controlling the
vertical position in our experiments, and we believe we could
have gone farther with a different experimental design. Fig. 14
also depicts the curvature of three state-of-the-art results which
had RoC’s of 61.8 mm [8], 52.1 mm [64], and 40.3 mm [43]
(see more discussion of this final comparison in Section VIII).

Next, we compare the curvature achieved by the prototype
of Fig. 4(d) in the three agar concentrations of Section VI (i.e.,

10 mm

y

x

Fig. 14. Typical curvature achieved in brain-simulating gel phantom for
our needle with a functional lumen (the needle from Fig. 4(a)). After an
initial unsteered (straight) insertion of 14 mm, our needle was steered with
approximately constant torque to achieve an RoC of 29.0 mm, with an
insertion depth of 144 mm and a total turn of 210◦. We compare our results
to three state-of-the-art results, depicted tangent to the straight portion at the
point where our steering began: the pink curve depicts a 61.8 mm RoC, which
was obtained in brain in [8]; the green curve depicts a 52.1 mm RoC, which
was obtained in brain-simulating gel phantom in [64]; the blue curve depicts
a 40.3 mm RoC, which was obtained in brain in [43].

all of the data presented in Fig. 13) to that achieved by three
existing steerable-needle designs inserted into those same agar
concentrations. The three existing steerable-needle designs,
depicted in Fig. 15, are a helical dovetail laser-patterned needle
with a flexure hinge [8], a standard bevel-tip needle [24], and
a kinked-tip needle [25]. The dovetail needle has a diameter
of 1.28 mm. The bevel-tip and kinked-tip needles have head
diameters of 1.2 mm and 1 mm, respectively, and both have
a shaft diameter of 0.35 mm. The needles are all made of
Nitinol except the head of the kinked-tip needle, which is made
of aluminum. These needles were inserted 5 times into each
concentration, by hand, through a fixed stabilizing aluminum
tube and were not rotated such that the maximum curvature
was achieved.

The results of these trials compared to the screw-tip needle
are presented in Fig. 16. Results are presented in terms of both
curvature and RoC, since both metrics are commonly used in
the literature. Figure 16 shows that our needle performs better
than these competing needle designs in these phantoms. A
clear contrast of our screw-tip needle compared to existing
steerable needles, revealed by Fig. 16, is that resulting cur-
vature decreases as tissue stiffness increases with our needle
whereas the opposite is true for the other needles. We expect
this would also be true for any magnetically steered needle.

Tables III and IV present p-values from two-sample t-tests
comparing the steerability of each existing needle design to
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Fig. 15. Images of existing steerable needles used for comparison. (a) Helical
dovetail laser-patterned needle with flexure hinge [8]. (b) Standard bevel-tip
needle with larger head [24]. (c) Kinked-tip needle with larger head [25].

TABLE III
p-VALUES COMPARING κ ACHIEVED BY EXISTING STEERABLE NEEDLES

TO κ ACHIEVED BY OUR STEERABLE NEEDLE AT AN APPLIED TORQUE
τ = 9.4× 10−5 N ·m, IN TISSUE PHANTOMS OF VARYING STIFFNESS Est .

Est [Pa] 1925 4592 9311
Dovetail 2.1× 10−7 2.1× 10−6 1.2× 10−3

Bevel-tip 2.2× 10−7 5.0× 10−5 0.071
Kinked-tip 2.8× 10−7 2.3× 10−5 0.049

TABLE IV
p-VALUES COMPARING ROC ACHIEVED BY EXISTING STEERABLE

NEEDLES TO ROC ACHIEVED BY OUR STEERABLE NEEDLE AT AN APPLIED
TORQUE τ = 9.4× 10−5 N ·m, IN TISSUE PHANTOMS OF VARYING

STIFFNESS Est .

Est [Pa] 1925 4592 9311
Dovetail 1.4× 10−11 2.6× 10−6 3.0× 10−6

Bevel-tip 2.5× 10−9 1.0× 10−5 0.030
Kinked-tip 1.9× 10−6 3.1× 10−5 0.019

the poorest performance of our needle—i.e., at the weakest
evaluated applied torque (τ = 9.4× 10−5 N ·m)—in each of
the three tissue phantoms of varying stiffness. These statistical
results further emphasize the trade-off between existing needle
designs and our design with respect to tissue stiffness, i.e.,
that as tissue stiffness decreases, the steerability of our needle
increases relative to existing designs.

VIII. DISCUSSION

The key insight to our new concept is that the tube can
be extremely flexible and still transmit rotation to its tip,
particularly when that rotation is in a sustained direction, as is
the case with our design. This enables one of the key benefits
to our design over existing designs, which was previously
noted in [46]: as the tube is not required to transmit an axial
force from its base to its tip, i.e., be pushed from behind,
our design leverages a much more flexible tube than other
existing designs. This has two benefits: (i) it reduces the stress
the needle imparts on surrounding tissue, as the tissue is not
being tasked with maintaining a curve on a semi-rigid tube,
and (ii) the more flexible tube enables tighter curvature values
during steering. Our results also demonstrate the potential of
this needle design to precisely navigate with high curvature to
a particular region of interest in the brain for targeted therapies
such as energy-based ablation. They further demonstrate an
ability to take branching paths when necessary, potentially
enabling complete coverage of a region while minimizing
travel through healthy tissue.
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Fig. 16. We compare turning capabilities of our needle at three magnetic
torque values against three competing needle types in three agar-based tissue
phantoms with varying stiffness. We show the same data as both (a) curvature,
and (b) RoC. Dots represent individual trials and error bars depict 95%
confidence intervals on the means (n = 5).

These benefits are demonstrated in Fig. 14 where our design
pulls itself through a circular arc with far more arc length
than is typically achievable without tissue damage, while also
exhibiting tighter curvature than state-of-the-art designs. We
note that, in the system described in [42], [43], they report a
minimum RoC in brain-mimicking gel phantom of “100 mm
without inducing tissue damage and down to 30 mm if some
tissue damage is tolerable” (with damage similar to lateral
cutting reported elsewhere in the literature [8], but due to
shearing of their kinked tip), using an 80 mT field. They also
report achieving a 40.3 mm RoC in brain, using a 60 mT field.
Since it is not clear what a tolerable amount of damage is, we
chose to include the 40.3 mm RoC for comparison.

Although the total turning angles and curve shapes demon-
strated in Figs. 9 and 14 are not necessarily required for the
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epilepsy ablation case discussed in this paper, we note that
we expect our design to be potentially useful for a variety of
clinical uses both anticipated (e.g., targeted therapy or biopsy
of tumors) and unanticipated. As such, we seek to characterize
the performance of our design broadly.

It is important to note that steering based on magnetism is
proportional to the achievable magnetic torque. This is unlike
steering based on tip geometry. As such, the curvatures that
we have reported in this paper should not be viewed as the
best achievable, but rather, the (approximately) best achievable
using our functional-prototype needles and benchtop SAMM
system. For instance, due to the geometry of the ex vivo brain,
we were only able to get the SAMM to a height of 55 mm
above the needle tip, as opposed to the 45 mm used in the gel-
phantom demonstrations. This produces a weaker field (i.e.,
fields of 39.7 mT at 55 mm, compared to 72.4 mT at 45 mm),
and thus a 45% smaller torque than that used in the gel-
phantom trials. As a result, direct comparison with the results
in the gel phantom should be made with caution. Regardless
of the reason, the fact that the actual path taken was different
from the expected (open-loop) path indicates that the steering
was suboptimal (i.e., the steering angle θ was different than
90◦), which suggests that a tighter curvature could have been
achieved through closed-loop control (although the magnitude
of the improvement is unknown).

Our results show that our design achieves tighter curvature
in softer tissues than stiffer ones, as opposed to traditional
steerable needles that have been shown to do the opposite [8].
Indeed, the results of Fig. 16 suggest that our needle is best
suited to delicate tissues and more traditional needles are better
suited to stiffer tissues.

Absent from this work is a treatment of the potential
excess damage that adding threads to the tip of a steerable
needle might cause as it passes through delicate tissues. A
quantitative approach to thinking about damage could be to
consider damage equal to the circumference of the resulting
hole integrated over the length of the insertion. Our needles
could then be compared in terms of damage potential by in-
serting threaded needles and comparably sized smooth needles
(i.e., the threaded needle minor diameter matches the smooth
needle OD) into fresh tissue and measuring the resulting hole
circumference. In the limit as the thread height of the threaded
needle reaches zero, we would expect resulting damage to
converge on that of the smooth needle. The materials used
for the various parts of our steerable needles may also play a
significant role in the amount of excess damage. Indeed, low-
friction biocompatible materials should be used, perhaps with
surface properties similar to that of medical-grade stainless
steels used for clinical needles.

The addition of the lumen in the screw has the effect of
removing the most distal (i.e., sharpest) portion of the tip of the
screw. Although we did not observe any problem related to this
effect in our study, it is possible it could become problematic
if the lumen becomes too large relative to the major/minor
diameters of the screw. A related concern is tissue coring. We
observed no coring for any of our designs in gel or ex vivo
brain, but we anticipate that coring may eventually occur if
the lumen size is increased.

Although we expect tissue damage from our screw tip to be
locally greater than that of some current needles, we expect
the ability to take safer and/or shorter paths enabled by our
needle will reduce damage overall for certain applications. As
noted by Pinzi et al. [21], the ability to take expressive paths
enables access to targets via safer insertion trajectories and the
ability to provide targeted treatment that damages less healthy
tissue while increasing the efficacy of the treatment. With this
in mind, the notion of damage from a broader perspective
needs to be quantified and analyzed for our device, which is
left as an open problem.

In the consideration of reducing the height of the threads in
our design, there exists a trade-off between damage reduction
and the achievable insertion depth. As the insertion depth
increases, so does friction, which may cause the needle to
‘strip’ or drill rather than advance. One of the major limiting
factors of steerable needles is the maximum achievable depth.
For the maximum-curvature experiment shown in Fig. 14, we
maintained a tight curvature over 130 mm of insertion, after an
initial nearly straight insertion of approximately 14 mm (i.e., a
total insertion of 144 mm), but again, our steer was terminated
when the screw tip reached the upper surface of the phantom
(not representing its depth limit). However, in the steer of
Fig. 9(a) the needle did reach a maximum insertion depth of
65 mm due to the tube twisting described previously. We also
performed several insertions with all our needle prototypes
along an approximately straight path (i.e., no steering), and
the needles were able to traverse the entire 200 mm length of a
gel phantom before exiting the phantom, so even greater depth
may have been achievable. These results are promising for
applications in the brain, given that the length of the average
human brain is approximately 150 mm [61]. We believe that
insertion depth will be a function of the thread geometry and
the trajectory.

With our system—in which we are relying on magnetic
torque for actuation, generated by a permanent-magnet field
source—the scaling analysis is straightforward due to the
homothetic property of magnetic fields [45]: if the radius
ρ (units m) of the original external magnet were increased
by a factor of k, then the field, and thus torque, measured
at kp would be the same as that measured at p with the
original magnet. In this paper, our experiments were performed
at nondimensional distances ∥p∥/ρ in the range of 1.7–2.6,
and we should expect the same performance at the same
nondimensional distances as we scale up our external magnet
in a clinical system. It is worth noting that techniques relying
on magnetic force (e.g., [46]) scale ∝ 1/k at distances of kp.

In this study, we limited our experiments to a special
configuration in which the applied magnetic force is pre-
scribed to have zero magnitude. In reality, this constraint
is artificially limiting—attempting to drive the applied force
to zero is not necessarily the best strategy and it may be
advantageous to apply forward force to the needle tip. Steering
of our needle via applied magnetic torque only requires 2-
DOF magnetic actuation. There exist many suitable magnetic
actuation systems, with varying workspace size, capable of
applying arbitrary torque to a magnet with arbitrary pose [45].
Our choice to actuate using a single mobile external permanent
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magnet results in a 5-DOF input space and thus a 3-DOF null
space imparting redundancy in the pose of the external magnet.
The greatest priority in utilizing this redundancy will be to
eliminate workspace collisions; however, additional objectives
can be taken into consideration such as external magnet tra-
jectory smoothness or optimizing the applied magnetic force,
the choice for which may be problem specific. This is left as
an open problem.

Closed-loop magnetic steering requires knowledge of the
5-DOF pose of the needle’s tip (i.e., 3-DOF position and
2-DOF pointing orientation). Due to the limitations of our
experimental setup we had to assume planar motion and local-
ization. In reality, the needle tip was free to pitch upward or
downward, allowing the potential for out-of-plane trajectories.
This manifests as uncertainty in the applied torque, however,
the thin agar phantoms bound this uncertainty by preventing
out-of-plane motion beyond approximately 5 mm in either
direction. We believe that this uncertainty in applied torque
is a primary factor contributing to the variance between trials
and the resulting size of the confidence intervals in Figs. 11–
13 and 16, and we anticipate less variance from a system
capable of 5-DOF needle pose estimation and closed-loop
torque control. These problems all stem from the need to use
computer vision for localization given the higher complexity
of localization without line-of-sight. To further evaluate the
performance of this needle in opaque tissues (such as the brain)
with 3D regions of interest, closed-loop control and localiza-
tion without line-of-sight is required. Such localization can
be achieved through medical-imaging or potentially through
magnetic localization. Such 3D, closed-loop control requires
localization, trajectory planning, and a robust and effective
controller. The development of an integrated system of this
type is left as an open problem.

We note that, because we use permanent magnets on
the tip of our needle, our system is not MRI compatible.
However, many cases of ablation-based epilepsy treatment,
such as we describe in this paper, are performed via RF-
ablation without MRI-based monitoring during ablation [17]–
[19]. Further, we envision many potential clinical applications
that can be performed with our device under localization
via other, non-magnetic imaging modalities. Such modalities
include mono- or biplane fluoroscopy, intermittent multi-view
X-ray, CT, or ultrasound. For many applications, our system
will need to be integrated with such imaging. The co-location
of the robotically actuated steering magnet of our system and
the imaging modality will depend on the specific imaging
technique, however we note that our current system steers
sufficiently slowly such that imaging can be interleaved with
steering.

The steerable needle concept presented here represents a
new class of needle aimed at applications in delicate tissue.
The analysis provides both characterization of our prototypes
of the design—demonstrating significant steerability—as well
as a model that informs future instantiations of the design. We
believe that the design and model lay the groundwork for fu-
ture clinically relevant targeted therapy and biopsy in delicate
tissues with the potential to improve patient outcomes.
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